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COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTIONS:

- You are in listen-only mode
- You can raise your hand or use an emoticon using the icon at the top left of your screen.
- Type text in the Chat area to send a message or ask questions at any time.
Matthew Rosenquist is a Cybersecurity Strategist with Intel Corporation. For Matthew, security is a practical matter. As part of his role, he identifies best-known-methods and industry challenges, develops initiatives and drives programs to improve security capabilities, and communicates across the industry as a trusted security advocate to cultivate partnerships, strong practices, and methodologies to meet real word needs in the ultimate pursuit of ‘optimal’ security.
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It would seem that hackers today can do just about anything they want - from turning on the cellphone in your pocket to holding your life's work hostage. Cyber criminals today have
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U.S. investigating report email account linked to CIA director hacked

By Evan Perez, Tal Kopan and Shimon Prokupecz, CNN

Updated 8:46 AM ET, Tue October 20, 2015

Story highlights

Law enforcement officials confirmed that they are investigating a New York Post report about hacking high-profile email accounts.

Among those affected are reportedly CIA Director John Brennan and DHS Secretary Jeh Johnson.

(CNN) — The FBI and Secret Service are investigating reports that non-government personal accounts associated with CIA Director John Brennan as well as Department of Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson were hacked, law enforcement officials told CNN.

The New York Post first interviewed the alleged hacker, who said he accessed an AOL email account associated with Brennan that included files regarding his security clearance application, and the hacker also claims to have accessed a Comcast account associated with Johnson.
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OPEN QUESTIONS

- Is my information safe?
- Is my company at risk?
- Why did I get hacked?
Hackers Remotely Kill a Jeep on the Highway—With Me in It

commands through the Jeep’s entertainment system to its dashboard functions, steering, brakes, and transmission, all from a laptop that may be across the country.

To better simulate the experience of driving a vehicle while it’s being hijacked by an invisible, virtual force, Miller and Valasek refused to tell me ahead of time what kinds of attacks they planned to launch from Miller’s laptop in his house 10 miles west. Instead, they merely assured me that they wouldn’t do anything life-threatening. Then they told me to drive the Jeep onto the highway. “Remember, Andy,” Miller had said through my iPhone’s speaker just before I pulled onto the Interstate 64 on-ramp, “no matter what happens, don’t panic.”

Charlie Miller (left) and Chris Valasek hacking into a Jeep Cherokee from Miller’s basement as I drove the SUV on a highway ten miles away. © WHITNEY CURTIS FOR WIRED
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BRANDEIS GPS MASTER’S DEGREES

- Bioinformatics
- Digital Marketing and Design
- Health & Medical Informatics
- Information Security
- IT Management
- Instructional Design & Technology
- Project & Program Management
- Software Engineering
- Strategic Analytics
- User-Centered Design
Thank you for attending!

@BrandeisGPS

Connect with us!
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